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    must be honest; I had no idea what the new year would bring us. 
      But so far, this year is headed in the right direction. Now that 
more and more people are getting the vaccine (including myself), it 
has opened the door to a new beginning. The most exciting thing I 
now look forward to is being able to travel to see all my fellow ASHE 
friends! 
 Traveling to as many Sections and Regions as possible 
is going to be a primary goal of mine in the coming term. I am 
honored that you have entrusted me with another year as ASHE 
National President. The pandemic has forced us to make the best 
of challenging situations, so I want to thank you and the National 
Board for allowing me to continue to serve in this capacity.  
 We started off this year with the 
inaugural “Coffee and Cocktails with 
the President,” and I believe it was a 
success. The first event was over coffee, 
and we had more than 140 members 
gathered for conversation. In April, we 
continued this initiative with a cocktail 
event with over 80 members. I want to 
thank Amanda Schumacher for getting this virtual series off and 
running and helping me make these events engaging and fun. Join 
us July 23, 10 a.m., for our next coffee event. 
         Believe it or not, ASHE is growing! We now have two new 
Sections chartered. I want to welcome Alabama and South Carolina 
to the ASHE family. I was honored to participate in the chartering of 
both Sections. I visited Montgomery, AL, for the in-person event held 
at Montgomery Riverwalk Stadium, home of a minor league baseball 
team. Over 40 members chartered this Section, and I want to give 
special thanks to Ashley Ann Adams, Jason Hewatt and Scott Jordan 
for helping to establish this group. Although the new South Carolina 
Section was chartered virtually, it was still a pleasure to attend. The 
Section has chartered over 80 members, and the new Board is off 
to a good start. Thanks to Sam Moody, Brian O’Connor and Nanette 
Fogelman for all your efforts, and I look forward to good things to 
come in South Carolina.    
 Thank you again to all the Sections that have reached out 
and invited me to local Section and Region Board meetings. I have 
learned so much from each of you. Keep up the good work and let 
me know what’s going on so I can come visit and participate in your 
events.   
        Please stay safe and actively involved in your Sections and 
Regions!

®

Tim Matthews, PE  
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Employee owned 

Client focused 

Multidisciplinary  
Engineering Firm

Founded at the birth of America’s interstate system,  
Erdman Anthony has grown in step with the nation’s network of highways 
and bridges. We apply our technical know-how to meet our customers’ 
evolving needs in improving transportation infrastructure.

• Highway and Street Design

• Bridge Design

• Traffic Engineering

• Construction Services
Chad Martin, PE, PTOE

Transportation Design Engineer
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Congratulations,  
Chad, on being named  

2021 Young Engineer of the Year  
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SOUTHEAST: West Palm Beach

erdmananthony.com
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(continued on page 8)

T

by ASHE Delaware 
Valley Section

causeways were not permitted to extend across the 
entire width of the river. Of importance, too, was the 
consideration of wildlife native to the area, such as the 
Eastern Redbelly Turtle and the Northern Long-Eared 
Bat. These species required special mitigation during 
and upon completion of the project. To avoid impacts 
to roosting Northern Long-Eared Bats, clearing and 
grubbing activities were limited between November 
1 and March 31. A Redbelly Turtle Mitigation Plan 
included a habitat restoration area and turtle 
nesting soil in terrestrial areas, along with causeway 
placement/removal restrictions, such as turtle 
exclusion fencing to protect the turtles.
 Unexpectedly, during a period of project 
shutdown due to Covid-19, a Peregrine Falcon nest was 
spotted on one of the Schuylkill River Bridge piers. 
This required coordination with the Pennsylvania 
Game Commission to ensure that work did not impact 
the nesting habits of this threatened and protected 
species.

Constructability 
Other challenges of the project included causeway 
installation into the Schuylkill River, a tight timeline 
on design/build Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) 
elements, a jacked casing under US 422 with tight  

   2020 ASHE

Delaware Valley

Section

Project of

the Year 

OVER $20M

   he Schuylkill River Crossing Complex Improvement  
    Program in Valley Forge, Montgomery County, PA, 
involved four separate projects. The program’s primary 
goal was to increase safety and reduce congestion 
between SR 363 (Trooper Road) and SR 23 (Valley 
Forge Road) on the busy US 422 corridor. The focal 
point was the replacement and expansion of the US 
422 Schuylkill River Bridge (SRB) and the widening 
and reconstruction of one mile of US 422 between the 
SR 23 and SR 363 interchanges.
        The SR 422-SRB reconstruction project 
provided wider bridges to improve travel and carry 
US 422 motorists over the Schuylkill River, Norfolk 
Southern Railroad, Upper Merion Township Trail, 
South Trooper Road and Schuylkill River 
Trail. The new 785-foot-long, five-span bridge 
carries eight lanes—twice the number of the 
lanes on the original structure. The project 
also included construction of widened 
and reconstructed shoulders, new interchanges with 
SR 23 and SR 363 adjacent to Valley Forge National 
Historical Park (VFNHP) and a new flyover ramp 
connecting US 422 with Valley Forge Road.
         The four-year project advanced to construction 
in February 2016 with 80 percent federal and 20 
percent state funding and opened to unobstructed 
traffic in November 2020 with an estimated final 
construction cost of $96.6 million.

Complexity
Challenges of this project included identifying and 
relocating cremated remains, protecting endangered 
species, constructability and maintenance and 
protection of traffic.

An Archaeological Challenge
The bridge approach roadway required identifying and 
relocating cremated remains of several individuals in 
a private family sanctuary at the First Presbyterian 
Church of Port Kennedy Cemetery. Archaeologists and 
landscape architects consulted with the family and 
church leadership to complete the relocation before 
the roadway excavation work commenced. During 
construction, advance notice was required prior to 
any earth disturbance in this area so that excavation 
activities could be monitored by an archaeologist 
if any indications of unidentified remains were 
encountered.

Environmental Concerns
The Schuylkill River is a perennial stream, navigable 
waterway, state Scenic River and a Warm Water Fishery 
and Migratory Fishery. Given these classifications, 
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The replacement structure spans 
the Schuylkill River, Norfolk 

Southern Railroad and Upper 
Merion Township Trail.

Valley Forge, PA

Stage 1 of project, looking westbound, with 
causeway construction; adjacent are
Sullivan’s Bridge and Valley Forge

National Historical Park.
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 The contractor redesigned the causeways, 
including size, elevation and sequencing for improved 
access and sequencing of construction activities. The 
design/build ITS elements were on a tight timeline 
requiring close monitoring of every detail, from 
submissions through testing and acceptance. This 
ITS work included the need to splice portions of the 
144-strand fiber “backbone” from the Pennsylvania 
Department of Transportation Traffic Management 
Center that services over 600 ITS devices throughout 
District 6-0. The jacked casing for the 30-inch drainage 
pipe required precise placement because of its limited 
tolerances for elevation. Additionally, the 70 156-foot-
long precast beams had to be carefully sequenced 
since delivery times were restricted to daytime. There 
were also limited staging areas for beams of this size 
on-site, including weight limitations on the existing 
structure.

Maintenance and Protection of Traffic
It was estimated that 113,000 vehicles travel this 
section of US 422 daily. Given the limited river 
crossings in this area, the potential to reroute traffic 
via detour or allow motorists to select alternate routes 
was limited. A complex four-stage plan with multiple 
subphases was employed to ensure adequate capacity 
throughout the project. Also, an Aide to Navigation 
plan was required to maintain safe navigation of 
the river by recreational boaters. This necessitated 
constant monitoring since water level and flow of the 
river can easily displace channel markers.

Social/Economic Considerations
Growth has transformed King of Prussia, PA, and 
other municipalities extending west along the US 
422 corridor to Pottstown, into some of the largest 
economic centers in the state. With important cultural 
attractions, office parks and recreational amenities in 
the area, congestion was a frequent occurrence. The 
new bridges carry eight travel lanes. These include two 
through lanes and space for a possible future through 
lane in each direction, as well as an auxiliary lane 
on both sides for travel between SR 23 and SR 363. 
This improvement to capacity added to sustainability 
through improved fuel economy and shorter commute 
times. Through substantial reduction in congestion, 
the project has enhanced the region’s economic 
viability. By improving and extending the serviceability 
of US 422, the project increased the value of the 
state’s transportation infrastructure investment.

Aesthetics and Sustainable Features
To match the view of the Schuylkill River, the main 
bridge design features combination wall and tulip-
shaped column piers with architectural surface 
treatments. The architectural treatment on the sound 
walls and bridge abutments adjacent to VFNHP were 
also selected to blend with the natural appearance 
of the area. The new noise barrier resulted in noise 
levels at or below existing levels at VFNHP and helped 
to maintain tranquility for its visitors. Adding to 
sustainability was the expansion of the region’s trail 
system, with the construction of the Upper Merion 
Township Trail connection as part of this project.

More Safety,
Less Congestion 

on Expanded
US 422 Schuylkill

River Bridge 

(continued from page 6)

Completed bridge provided a six-
lane (plus eastbound and westbound 
auxiliary lanes) facility connecting 
reconfigured SR 23 (Valley Forge 
Road) and SR 363 (Trooper Road) 

interchanges.
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SERVICES PROVIDED
Planning/GIS
Design
Program Management
Construction Services
Environmental Services

urbanengineers.com
1.800.232.4596

Office in: PA, NJ, NY, DE, MD, CT, TX, CA

Coplay-Northampton Bridge over the Lehigh River

Highways and bridges are the country’s 
arteries. They help the nation move—
whether it be commuting to work 
or school, transporting goods and 
services or simply being able to go 
from point A to point B. AECOM is at 
the forefront, planning, designing and 
constructing essential and needed 
surface transportation projects.  

With more than 100 years of highway 
and bridge project experience, we 
deliver sustainable, reliable and 
visionary infrastructure.

aecom.com

Turning ideas 
into reality
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Grading 
under the 
existing 
Blue Ridge 
Parkway 
bridge

TRANSPORTATION SOLUTIONS 
BUILDING BETTER COMMUNITIES

SERVICES

• Highways, Streets  
& Structures

• Traffic & Parking
• Signals & ITS
• Community 

Transportation
• Transit
• GIS & Technology

www.mcmahonassociates.com

ENGINEERING | PLANNING | DESIGN | TECHNOLOGY
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AsTheWheelTurns
ASHE Members on the Move! 

Elghawy Receives Award  
Philadelphia, PA—Mohamed Elghawy, PE, was named Construction Engineer of the Year for 2021 by the 
Philadelphia Section of the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE). Elghawy serves on the Board of 
Directors of ASHE’s East Penn Section and is also a member of the ASHE Delaware Valley Section. He 
received the ASCE award at that group’s Spring Social, which was conducted virtually on May 13. Elghawy 
is with Traffic Planning and Design, Inc., and serves as a Senior Construction Manager based at the firm’s 
headquarters in Pottstown. He is responsible for the management and direction of construction projects for 
various clients, including PennDOT and several local municipalities. Elghawy received a Bachelor’s degree in 
Civil Engineering from Drexel University. 

Award Presented to Gusic 
Philadelphia, PA—Donald Gusic, PE, was cited as Engineering Manager of the Year for 2021 by the 
Philadelphia Section of the American Society of Civil Engineers at the group’s Spring Social, conducted 
virtually on May 13. Gusic, a member of ASHE’s Delaware Valley Section, is a Senior Project Manager 
with CDM Smith in the firm’s Wayne office. His duties include project management, business development 
and mentoring junior staff, as well as coordination with clients such as PennDOT. He has been involved 
with projects including the Vine Street Expressway superstructure replacement in Center City, the Zoo 
Intermodal project, improvements on the Benjamin Franklin Parkway and several developments at the
Navy Yard. Gusic received his Bachelor’s degree in Civil Engineering from Drexel University.  
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            ew York’s Adirondack Northway is a 176-mile section         
             of I-87, known as the Northway, between Albany and 
the Canadian border. For decades, travelers on that route 
would wonder why there was not an Exit 3. The original in-
terstate planning was to include Exit 3 as direct access to the 
Albany International Airport. 
   When the interstate was constructed in the late 1950s,  
there was a proposal to build another highway: an east-west 
connection between the airport, I-87 and I-90. The erection 
of a road sign stating that Exit 3 was to be built fostered the 
hopes of travelers, with the promise of progress so prevalent 
in those early days of interstate construction. Because of 
funding changes, that highway was not constructed. Eventu-
ally, the east-west highway proposal was removed from the 
New York State Capital District’s long-range highway plan in 
1973, and the national interstate system plan in 1977. About 
the same time, the “Exit 3 to be built” sign unceremoniously 
disappeared as well, leaving modern-day travelers unfamiliar 
with the history to speculate on how well “upstaters” could 
count.
   Now Exit 3 has become a reality with the completion
of a long-awaited flyover from I-87 northbound to Albany 
Shaker Road and the airport. The Exit 3 project, which opened 
to traffic in November 2019, also reconstructed the Exit 4 
interchange and added other new ramps, lanes and surround-
ing intersection improvements. Consideration was also given 
to the environment and surrounding neighborhoods, including 
traffic planning and a noise barrier. The project resulted in 
improved traffic flow to the airport and a 25 percent reduction 
in travel time on the major routes in the area.
   This project illustrates the perseverance required to be 
a civil engineer and a highway designer. CHA Consulting, Inc. 
(CHA), was selected by the New York State Department of 
Transportation (NYSDOT) in the late 1990s to perform 
the preliminary design studies necessary 
to navigate through an envi-
ronmentally sensitive area 

N 

New Exit 3 interchange 
flyover bridge

by Michael Hurtt, PE, Chief Engineer, 
CHA Consulting, Inc., ASHE Albany Section
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Albany, NY

Retaining walls used to minimize footprint

New Exit 3 ramp through an environmentally
sensitive area

that had experienced significant development in 
the 40 years since the original Northway planning.  
   CHA’s proposal included a computer-
designed drive-through simulation, crude by 
today’s high-resolution computer simulations, but 
innovative at the time. Over the next two decades, 
with many starts, stops and noncommitments of 
funding, there was doubt that a solution could ever 
be developed and supported by the diverse stake-
holders. However, the one constant over those 
decades was the need for improved mobility and 
access, and that only became greater over time.  
   Eventually, there were more than 50 
concepts studied to determine their feasibility, 
potential environmental and community impacts, 
benefits and costs. Three alternatives were select-
ed for full traffic evaluation and modeling, design 
and analysis for presentation in the Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS). These included improve-
ments of the existing Exit 4 as a diamond inter-
change, a single-point urban interchange and a 
modified flyover interchange. Even during these 
advanced alternative evaluations, the focus re-
mained on Exit 4 solutions, with Exit 3 remaining 
but a dream.   
   Design of the alternatives included suffi-
cient detail to determine roadway widths, bridge 
spans and widths, earthwork limits, right-of-way 
requirements, intersection geometry, pavement 
thickness, drainage layout and construction 

sequencing. Analysis within the EIS included 
wetland delineation and mitigation design, ecolog-
ical studies and noise and air quality analyses. It 
also encompassed a farmland impact assessment, 
cultural resource studies, Section 4(f) and 6(f) 
analyses, hazardous materials and asbestos inves-
tigations and a visual impact assessment.
  CHA also provided extensive traffic engineer-
ing services to evaluate the alternatives and deter-
mine the best option. These included origin-desti-
nation studies, traffic counts, queue studies, travel 
time-delay studies and metropolitan planning 
organization coordination for traffic forecasting. 
The services also entailed analyses for traffic op-
erations, roundabout, traffic simulation modeling 
and crash history.  
  The project area involved diverse constraints. 
These ranged from extensive commercial de-
velopment and the approach surface and safety 
area for the main runway at Albany International 
Airport, to extensive wetlands, farmland within an 
agricultural district and historic sites. The project 
progressed as a National Environmental Policy Act 
EIS under the Federal Highway Administration.
Exit 3 was finally resurrected, once it was 
determined that the necessary 
improvements would require 
more than just one access 

(continued on page 15)
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Transforming Travel Highways • Bridges • Traffic • ITS

Roundabouts and roads, traffic operations, 

and highways and bridges.

 

Ask us about the value, innovation and resources 

CHA will bring to your next transportation project. 

Responsibly
Improving the

World We Live In

chacompanies.com        #theCHAway



location at I-87, given the existing 
development at Exit 4. The 
project involved reconstruction 
of the existing Exit 4 interchange 
and adding the long-missing 
I-87 Exit 3 interchange. Exit 3 
would include direct Albany 

Shaker Road access to I-87 southbound, and from 
I-87 northbound via the long-promised flyover 
ramp. With the Exit 3 ramps now in the mix that 
accommodated the majority of I-87 traffic south of 
Albany Shaker Road, improvements to Exit 4 could 
be better scaled to fit within the existing constraints 
and primarily accommodate the I-87 traffic north 
of Albany Shaker Road. Exits 3 and 4 could work 
as a system to enhance mobility of the entire 
network. The project introduced a new auxiliary 
lane on I-87 northbound between Exits 4 and 5, a 
noise reduction wall and widening and intersection 
improvements on Albany Shaker Road from Wolf 
Road to the new I-87 ramps.
    A multiuse path along Albany Shaker Road/
Dalessandro Boulevard, using porous pavement, 
was incorporated into the project to improve 
nonvehicular mobility. The porous pavement 
allowed rainwater to infiltrate the ground, reducing 
runoff and improving water quality. Additionally, 
the proposed removal of the existing collector-
distributor ramp pavement between Exits 4 and 5 
southbound removed over 85,000 square feet of 
impervious pavement and allowed reforestation 
of approximately one acre. This improved water 
quality, reestablished the natural ecosystem and 
reduced the carbon footprint. In this same area,
a closed drainage was removed, and a
natural streambed was established, 
further enhancing the ecosystem
and natural habitat.  

   With a viable plan and stakeholder support, 
funding was secured, and the schedule accelerated. 
NYSDOT had primary responsibility for final 
design and development of contract plans and 
specifications. CHA assisted NYSDOT by providing 
design and contract plan development for wetland 
mitigation, storm drainage design, erosion and 
sediment control, stormwater management, 
landscaping and the noise barrier. The project 
received an Evergreen rating, the highest possible, 
within the NYSDOT Greenlights environmental 
rating program.
   The construction was bid as two separate 
projects, both awarded to Lancaster Development, 
Inc., of Richmondville, NY, for $53 million. Once 
construction started, the work moved quickly with 
minimal disruption to travel in the area. Care was 
also given to the environment and surrounding 
neighborhoods, as evidenced by traffic planning, 
a noise barrier, wetland avoidance and extensive 
stormwater management. The project was 
substantially completed and in use before the
end of 2019, months ahead of schedule. 
    The completed project improved traffic 
operations around the Northway/Albany 
International Airport area. It removed traffic from 
intersections that had high crash rates, while 
providing geometric improvements to those 
intersections. The design also focused on protecting 
the environment and was sensitive to surrounding 
neighborhoods and development. For drivers of the 
Adirondack Northway, the question of the missing 
Exit 3 was finally answered.

Exit 3 Finally 
Came to Be, 

Transforming 
Travel in

New York’s 
Capital Region 

(continued from 
page 13)  

Transforming Travel Highways • Bridges • Traffic • ITS

Roundabouts and roads, traffic operations, 

and highways and bridges.
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MileMarkers
News From Across ASHE-Miles

New ASHE Alabama Section
Comes on Board 
The newly formed 
ASHE Alabama 
Section held its 
chartering event 
on March 25 at 
the Riverwalk 
Stadium, home of 
a minor league 
baseball team, in 
Montgomery, AL. 
 ASHE National 
President Tim Matthews, along with 
other ASHE officers, joined members and 
nonmembers at the celebration. The new 
Section’s President, Theresa Barksdale, 
thanked the attendees for their support in 
establishing the group. Officers were sworn 
in, and more than 40 members signed the 
Charter at the event.

800.673.9312
www.wbcm.com

Whitney Bailey Cox & Magnani, LLC

Highway Engineering
Bridge Engineering & Inspection

Traffic Engineering
Water Resources Engineering
Environmental Engineering

Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
Construction Inspection & Management

Designing Infrastructure for Tomorrow   ®
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New ASHE Section Established in South Carolina
The core group of the ASHE South Carolina (ASHE-SC) Section kicked 
off in February 2020. Almost immediately, the pandemic brought 
things to a standstill through August. Reconvening in September, the 
group spread the word, engaging potential members and building 

a foundation for what was to become ASHE-SC. At the end of October, the Section had 61 Charter 
members committed to joining. By January 2021, the inaugural ASHE-SC Board was elected, 
establishing its tax ID, bank account, website and LinkedIn page. The Section held a virtual Meet 
and Greet event in February. It also partnered with South Carolina Society of Professional Engineers 
and American Council of Engineering Companies to attend the Engineers Day on the Hill at the state 
capital, Columbia, in March. ASHE-SC had nine members at the event. 
         The new Section’s By-Laws Committee was finishing its work ahead of schedule when it 
hosted the first member meeting on April 20. ASHE National presented their official Charter at the 
gathering. ASHE-SC appreciates all the support and encouragement from National, the core group 

and its members. 
At left is a listing 
of Board Members 
and Committee 
Chairpersons, many of 
whom were part of the 
core group who helped 
establish the Section.
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ASHE Scanner Article – Summer 2021 

The American Society of Highway Engineers South Carolina (ASHE-SC) section is finally here! The core group kicked off in 
February of 2020 when, almost immediately, the pandemic brought things to a standstill through August. Reconvening in 
September, our tireless and dedicated core group made a big push to spread the word and engage potential members to build 
a solid foundation for what was to become ASHE-SC. At the end of October 2020, we had 61 charter members committed to 
joining! By January 2021, the inaugural ASHE-SC Board was elected, and we got right to work establishing our tax ID, bank 
account, website, and LinkedIn page. We held a very successful virtual Meet & Greet event on February 25, 2021 and 
partnered with South Carolina Society of Professional Engineers and American Council of Engineering Companies to attend 
the Engineers’ Day on the Hill on March 23, 2021. ASHE-SC was well-represented on the Hill with nine members present.  

Our By-Laws Committee has nearly completed establishing our by-laws well ahead of schedule. Lastly, we are excited to 
announce that we are hosting our very first member meeting on April 20, 2021. During that meeting, ASHE National will 
present us with our official charter. ASHE-SC would not be where we are if not for full the support and engagement from 
National, the core group, and our members! 

We would like to introduce our Board Members and Committee Chairpersons, many of whom were part of the core group who 
helped with the preparation and effort to establish the ASHE-SC section.  

Website: http://sc.ashe.pro/  
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/ashe-sc  

 Regional Director Jason Hetrick Established Committees

President Scott Carney Membership Dave Perez & Joy Riley

1st Vice President Reneé Tison Programs & Events Reneé Tison & Jim Devereaux

2nd Vice President Roy Tolson Web & Social Media Matt Martin & Beth Axson

Secretary John Walsh

Desired Committees1st Treasurer Martin Mullis

2nd Treasurer Chad Bobrowski Programs Vacant

Board of Directors 
at Large

Jim Devereaux Matt Martin Sponsorships Vacant

Ken Burger Chris Jordan Continuing Education Vacant

Officers and members of the new ASHE South 
Carolina Section gathered on steps of the state 
capitol during Engineers Day on the Hill in 
March. 

http://sc.ashe.pro/ 
www.linkedin.com/company/ashe-sc  

South Carolina legislators presented a proclamation 
in Columbia, SC, marking March 23 as the state’s 
Engineers Day on the Hill, an event attended by 
several members of the new ASHE South Carolina 
Section.
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   n July 2020, after almost 20 years of planning, design and construction, Delaware Governor      
     John Carney, along with federal, state and local officials, celebrated the opening of a new 
bridge spanning the Christina River in Wilmington. The structure was dedicated to retired 
Senator Margaret Rose Henry, the first Black woman elected to the Delaware State Senate.
         The $60 million project was undertaken by the Delaware Department of Transportation 
(DelDOT) to further revitalize the Wilmington Riverfront area, providing much-needed connec-
tivity for multiple modes of transportation between the eastern and western banks of the Chris-
tina River. The Wilmington Riverfront area has a long history of shipbuilding and other industrial 
applications. In recent years, the area has been redeveloped with commercial, residential and 
recreational features, including a minor league baseball stadium, hotels, apartments, restau-
rants, shops and a multimodal Riverwalk path along the west bank.
         To accommodate this growing area, a 470-foot-long bridge and new roadway connections 
were designed, alleviating traffic congestion and improving mobility and circulation by providing 
direct access to US 13 and I-495. In addition, the project created more than a mile of new urban 
street grid and reconstructed and raised 3,600 linear feet of US 13 to address flooding and sus-
tainability. Nearly two miles of shared-use paths created multimodal connectivity to surrounding 
neighborhoods.

New Techniques
As the Engineer of Record, RK&K provided 
services for the bridge and approaches, from 
project development through construction en-
gineering. The bridge design necessitated using 
geotechnical and structural techniques that had 
not been used before in Delaware. This was due 
to site challenges, such as tidal fluctuation, poor 

I
by Robert Healy, PE, and Carey Webb, PE, RK&K, ASHE Chesapeake Section

Riverwalk and downtown 
Wilmington seen from 

bridge’s shared-use path 
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subgrade soils, a skewed alignment and the prox-
imity of adjacent buildings. The team also needed 
to meet the project goals of a low-profile bridge, 
maintenance of river navigation and incorporation 
of sea-level rise.  

Geotechnical Challenges
Due to the presence of soft and highly plastic 
fine-grained soils at the proposed abutment and 
approach retaining walls, using conventional 
Mechanically Stabilized Earth (MSE) structures 
would have resulted in excessive settlements. The 
geotechnical design challenges included global 
stability, long-term settlement and downdrag on 
the bridge foundations. A variety of geotechnical 
and structural options were studied, resulting in 
the selection of the following treatments:

West Approach: A 30-foot-wide cast-in-place 
underpass, supported on driven precast con-
crete piles, allowed the existing Riverwalk to 
continue through the bridge approach. 
The backfill between the abutment and the 
underpass is low density, controlled low 
strength material, which significantly reduces 
lateral pressure on the foundations. Beyond 
the underpass, the approach roadway grade 
was designed with expanded polystyrene foam 
blocks to balance existing earth pressure over 
the area.
East Approach: The existing soil was strength-
ened by using a proprietary system of Con-
trolled Modulus Columns (CMC), a first for 
DelDOT. An area of more than 13,000 square 
feet of CMC, with depths over 100 feet, was 

ultimately constructed. Approximately 600 
linear feet of MSE walls retain the approach 
above the CMC layers. From this point east, a 
two-foot surcharge and five-month quarantine 
of the embankment were designed to limit 
long-term settlements and improve the slope 
stability prior to construction of any utilities 
and pavement.

  This project proved that it was possible to 
have an efficient geotechnical design using differ-
ent treatment methods, optimizing each segment 
to play its proper role in the structure. 

Structural Considerations
The Christina River is considered navigable in this 
area of Wilmington. U.S. Coast Guard navigational 
clearance requirements dictated a 150-foot-wide 
main channel and a minimum 14-foot under clear-
ance, including projected sea level rise. Along the 
65-degree bridge skew, a main span of 180 feet 
became necessary to provide these clearances. 
 The Christina River, which is close to the 
Delaware River and Delaware Bay, experiences 
a five-foot tidal swing, presenting another con-
struction challenge. There was a strong desire to 
set the bridge and roadway profile low to keep the 
bridge as unobtrusive as possible while simplify-
ing the multimodal connections to the bridge and 
preserving skyline views of downtown Wilmington 
from the Riverwalk. 

Wilmington, DE

(continued on page 21)
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PROVIDING A FULL CONTINUUM OF INNOVATIVE TRANSPORTATION  
SERVICES TO RESTORE AND ENHANCE OUR NATION’S INFRASTRUCTURE

MBAKERINTL.COM

Smart Columbus Program Management Office Support Services
Columbus, OH
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These goals were accomplished by employing a precast 
concrete spliced girder bridge design, the first-ever use of 
this technique by DelDOT.
            The 45-foot-wide superstructure consisted of three 
spans carrying two travel lanes and a separated 14-foot 
shared-use path. Concrete abutments and piers were 
founded on driven 24-inch and 30-inch square prestressed 
concrete piles. Five lines of prestressed, post-tensioned 
concrete girders were haunched in a straight taper to a 
depth of seven feet at each pier.

Aesthetics a Priority
The bridge’s appearance was important to DelDOT, the City 
of Wilmington, the local redevelopment organization and the 
public. The geometry of the bridge (low profile, convenient 
access, enhanced views) was critical in the bridge’s siting and 
design. As the design evolved, other elements were added. Bridge piers were shaped 
and contoured, and abutments and retaining walls were developed in tandem to 
match appearance. Concrete surfaces on the piers, abutments and walls received 
stone form liner treatments and were stained for subtle effect. The multimodal 
underpass walls and prominent stairway were treated to coordinate with the bridge 
detailing. The open pedestrian underpass, which is 50 feet long and 30 feet wide, was 
designed with an arching roof, full safety lighting and panels for displaying artwork. 
Energy-efficient LED lighting was included both on and under the bridge to further 
enhance the bridge’s appearance.

Social and Economic Impacts
The bridge and network of new approach roadways and multiuse paths encourage
economic development, further enhancing the quality of life, livability and 
sustainability of southern Wilmington’s neighborhoods. Studies and initiatives have 
focused on redeveloping these communities and improving mobility and system 
linkage to the developing Riverfront. The new bridge, roadway and path connections 
supported those initiatives by providing multimodal access between the attractions, 
jobs and retail establishments lining both sides of the Riverfront.

Senator Margaret Rose Henry Bridge: 
Design Firsts for the First State
(continued from page 19)

State Senator 
Margaret Rose 
Henry with honorary 
plaque, along with 
U.S. Senator Thomas 
Carper, U.S. Senator 
Christopher Coons 
and  local elected 
officials at bridge 
dedication
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A           long the western and southwestern coast of Florida,        
              the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT), 
District One, has faced uncertainty in the probability 
of Sea Level Rise (SLR). District engineers realized that 
planned roadway improvements and maintenance 
projects, and their accordant budgets, would be more 
efficiently allocated if vulnerability to SLR impacts were 
better understood at a district-wide and local level. The 
Balmoral Group, a private engineering consulting firm, 
teamed with Cummins-Cederberg, a coastal consulting 
firm, to evaluate best available data and assess the 
vulnerability of coastal assets in District One. The work 
included consideration of historical tidal measurements, 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA) SLR projections data and geographic information 
system data for FDOT roadway segments. It also 
encompassed state-maintained bridge and drainage 
structures, regional climate coalition reports and 
socioeconomic data.  
  The study objective was two-fold: to establish the 
universe of coastal assets that may be vulnerable to 
coastal hazards from SLR and to identify prototypical 
conditions for hazards that warrant further analysis. 
          The project area was refined to all coastal assets 
within the boundary of SLOSH (NOAA - National 
Hurricane Center’s Sea, Lake and Overland Surges from 
Hurricanes) model Category 5 storm surge and NOAA 
High 2100 model extent. No new storm surge or tidal 
flooding models were prepared. Baseline water levels were 
established for existing conditions through evaluation 

of tidal measurements across the district for the past 20 
years. In general, an elevation of about two feet higher 
than published Mean Higher High Water (MHHW) 
elevations was observed during king tide events. Slightly 
higher MHHW elevations were observed further north and 
west in the district. 
          A seasonal high tide value of two and three-tenths 
feet North American Vertical Datum was adopted 
districtwide for baseline water level. Current FDOT 
guidelines recommend adjusting tailwater conditions 
based on the linear trend listed for the nearest NOAA tidal 
station. However, the analysis found that a linear trend 
would likely underpredict future tailwater conditions 
by seven-tenths of a foot to two feet by 2050, and four 
to eight feet by 2100, depending on SLR projection 
assumptions.  
 Prototype conditions were analyzed across five SLR 
scenarios, all for seasonal high tide: Current, 2050 and 2100 
NOAA Intermediate, and 2050 and 2100 NOAA High. Six 
typical conditions were identified for prototype analysis:
 I.   Bridges adjacent to large areas of natural/  
    undeveloped lands 
 II.   Urban flooding conditions
 III.  Areas with high flooding and high impact, denoted 
    by daily traffic counts exceeding 40,000
 IV.   Beach and barrier island roads
 V.   Long stretches of open roads
 VI.  Riverine areas
  The frequency of each condition was tallied across 
the district, and maps describing the overall district 

by Valerie Seidel, The Balmoral Group, and Jannek Cederberg, PE, 
Cummins-Cederberg, ASHE South Florida Section

Gulf Coast, Florida

(continued on page 24)
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assessment and specific instances of each typical 
condition were included in the report and appendices.
          Proposed rules known as Sea Level Impact 
Projection (SLIP) study requirements from Florida’s 
Department of Environmental Protection further refine 
requirements for consideration of coastal hazards. The 
spatial extent of SLR-impacted FDOT assets identified 
in this assessment stretches several miles inland, into 
several noncoastal counties, in part due to riverine 
influences and lower elevations. However, SLIP-rule 
impacted assets are confined to 1,500 feet landward 
of the Coastal Construction Control Line, which hugs 
the coast (See Figures 1 and 2).  For example, the 
preliminary analysis finds that more than 170 miles of 
state roadway segments have an elevation below six 
feet. Of these, segments with high traffic counts are not 
identified as vulnerable under the NOAA Intermediate 
scenario, but under NOAA High, 62 miles are.  Only 15 
of the 62 miles would be impacted by the SLIP rule. In 
many cases, premature failure of stormwater facilities is 
a greater risk than actual inundation of roadways and 
will require consideration in the design phase for future 
construction and reconstruction.
         This draft Phase I study provided information 
underpinning a roadmap and action plan for the 

district. Two key recommendations arising from the 
Phase I report offered lessons for other jurisdictions. 
The first was that critical elevation data for all assets, 
which is currently available in as-built plans but not 
maintained consistently in database or GIS format, 
should be captured each time an asset is accessed. 
This data will increasingly be needed in the future for 
sorting, organizing and categorizing future risks and 
vulnerabilities.  
         The second recommendation was the 
development of reference water levels for use by 
engineers when setting tailwater conditions. Currently 
available MHHW data was largely based on dated tidal 
gauge information, and updated gauge data indicated 
that higher tailwater conditions should be considered. 
Pending legislative rules will not address the extent of 
coastal assets that are vulnerable. Agencies may wish to 
publish guidelines for Engineers of Record to use, similar 
to current handbook reference tables.  
         Mitigation concepts that can be incorporated into 
existing work programs and maintenance schedules 
are under development. The final implementation 
strategy aims to balance the level of protection required 
for public safety, environmental impacts, the public 
experience and costs of construction and operations.

Coastal Asset Management with Rising Seas: A Roadmap to Resiliency 
(continued from page 22)

Figure 1. SLIP study area: 
Coastal Construction Control 
Line (in red) + 1,500 feet

Figure 2. Coastal Asset 
Management Study Area
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Pennsylvania

                    ith legislation in late 2018, the Pennsylvania 
                   Department of Transportation (PennDOT) and the 
Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission (PTC) established a joint 
program to improve safety in active work zones. In addition to 
PennDOT and the PTC, the Pennsylvania State Police, a con-
tracted program administrator team and a contracted system 
administrator perform various activities in support of the program. 
Active enforcement for Pennsylvania’s Automated Work Zone 
Speed Enforcement (AWZSE) program began in March 2020. (For 
additional information about program coordination, background and 
processes, see the summer 2020 issue of scanner.)

2020 Year in Review
The AWZSE program began active enforcement in March 2020 but completed only one week before all construction activity was put on 
hold because of the COVID pandemic. This unexpected pause on enforcements lasted approximately one month until limited construction 
activity could resume at various construction sites. The program has been in continuous operation since mid-April 2020.
 To date, deployments have occurred in 10 of 11 PennDOT engineering districts and across the Pennsylvania Turnpike system. 
A combined 55 different construction activities were supported throughout the state on both agencies’ roadways. Additionally, mainte-
nance activities were supported in all five Turnpike maintenance districts and eight separate PennDOT maintenance activities. During peak 
construction activity periods, the program performed more than 100 deployments per week across the state. In 2020, the program complet-
ed more than 2,000 deployments across both agencies’ roadways.

Program Statistics and Trends
The enforcement units used for the field deployments collect speed data of every vehicle that is detected by the unit during each de-
ployment. Additionally, after processing of the events captured during a deployment, the violation data is recorded and tracked for each 
deployment. These data points allow for detailed analysis and observation of trends by date range, location or other criteria.
The program tracks two key data points used to analyze the effectiveness of the program over time:

•  Percent over the speed limit: the percentage of vehicles
    detected traveling above the posted speed limit
•  Percent excessively speeding: the percentage of vehicles   

detected traveling 11 mph or more above the posted speed 
limit  (thereby meeting the criteria of the program to 

 receive a violation)
Table 1 and Chart 1 show the trend of these metrics
throughout 2020.

W

by Benjamin Snyder, PE, Senior Project Engineer, RK&K, 
ASHE Harrisburg Section

(continued on page 30)

• Percent over the speed limit: the percentage of vehicles detected traveling above 
the posted speed limit 

• Percent excessively speeding: the percentage of vehicles detected traveling 11 
mph or more above the posted speed limit (thereby meeting the criteria to 
receive a violation for the program) 

Table 1 and Chart 1 show the trend of these metrics throughout 2020. 

Table 1 - Percent over speed limit and percent excessive speeding in 2020 

 

2020 Speed Data % Over the Speed Limit % Excessive Speeding

March 35.07% 4.84%

April 46.45% 9.82%

May 35.90% 6.90%

June 24.53% 4.06%

July 22.79% 3.84%

August 22.43% 3.98%

September 23.16% 3.46%

October 22.39% 3.01%

November 19.67% 2.21%

December 33.40% 5.60%

AVERAGE 28.58% 4.77%
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Park upgrades included restoration of a hand-  
operated jib crane once used to load and unload 
railroad flatcars. New stormwater management 
features help keep polluted runoff out
of the Schuylkill River.

C     ompletion of Section MGN of the 
                 Lafayette Street Extension Project 
showed how a multidisciplinary effort could 
deliver infrastructure improvements in a 
downtown urban environment in Montgomery 
County, PA. Section MGN was the third phase 
of a $100 million effort led by the county to 
improve road and highway access to downtown 
Norristown Borough and Plymouth Township. The 
project included roadway work, pedestrian and 
traffic safety enhancements, culvert replacement, 
stormwater management, multiuse trail relocation, 
geotechnical engineering and recreational 
parkland improvement and landscaping.
        At the core of the project was the full-depth 
reconstruction and widening of a mile-long portion 
of Lafayette Street in downtown Norristown 
Borough and the addition of 13-foot sidewalks next 
to the new roadway. This was facilitated by the 
demolition of a Depression-era concrete railroad 
viaduct. The work created a boulevard, with two 
lanes in both directions and a landscaped median, 
replacing a two-way street. It improved access to 
downtown businesses and amenities, including a 
reinvigorated park along the Schuylkill River, while 
enhancing community walkability. New street-
side parking facilities also improved access.

        All work was aligned with other planned 
county improvement efforts, as well as the goals 
of a diverse team of stakeholders. These included 
Montgomery County, the Federal Highway 
Administration, Pennsylvania Department of 
Transportation (PennDOT), Municipality of 
Norristown and Southeastern Pennsylvania 
Transportation Authority (SEPTA). The design 
consultant team was led by Gannett Fleming, 
including subconsultant firms Urban Engineers, 
McMahon Associates, Geo-Explorers and Chilton 
Engineers.

New Application of Existing Techniques
The project featured upgrades to the linear park 
parallel to Lafayette Street. As part of the work, 
the design team created a tiered retaining-wall 
system that could be used for outdoor seating. 
This was located alongside an unused freight 
station at the new connection of two multiuse 
trails: the Chester Valley Trail and the Schuylkill 
River Trail. The design was consistent with plans 
for development of the station as a community 
arts and recreation facility. It also illustrated the 
team’s strategy of addressing immediate needs 
as well as goals for mobility and community 
development.
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by ASHE Delaware Valley Section

(continued on page 28)

Norristown, PA

            The project included preparing the
at-grade railroad crossing on Ford Street, 
which crosses Lafayette Street, for the 
installation of the first-ever four-quadrant 
railroad gate in the SEPTA rail system. 

This gate has barriers that can block the 
roadway on both sides of the tracks for both 
directions of traffic, preventing vehicles from 
driving around the gates when trains approach.

Social and Economic Considerations 
Now complete, Section MGN supports economic 
revitalization in Norristown, which is the county 
seat, and in surrounding areas, creating more 
convenient connections to area roadways.
         The improved Lafayette Street cleared 
the way for construction of a new interchange 
with the Pennsylvania Turnpike. A Montgomery 
County Planning Commission study indicated 
that an interchange at Lafayette Street, without 
any additional improvements or zoning changes, 
would bring an additional 5,900 to 8,000 trips 
to the Turnpike each day, yielding an estimated 
additional $66 million to $90 million in revenue 
for the Pennsylvania Turnpike from 2020 to 2040. 
The project would also reduce traffic using local 
roads from nearby Turnpike interchanges, by 
approximately 20 percent at the nearby Plymouth    

       Meeting interchange and by about four percent 
at the Valley Forge interchange, according to the 

study. Reducing this traffic has created capacity for the 
office and commercial growth expected to take place in Plymouth Meeting 
and and King of Prussia over the next 10 to 15 years.
                                                 Section MGN work aligned with plans for the construction of a half interchange 

between Lafayette Street and US 202 south on the Dannehower Bridge over the 
Schuylkill River, which would further enhance regional mobility.

            With improved mobility, more safety, and better access to multimodal transportation, 
the Section MGN effort provided support for the Connections 2045 Plan for Greater 
Philadelphia. Developed by the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, Connections 
2045 envisioned an “integrated multimodal transportation network that is well-maintained, 
provides accessibility, reduces congestion and auto-dependence, incorporates new services and 
technologies and moves the region toward zero roadway deaths.” The project also supported the 
Norristown Economic Revitalization Strategy and the city’s comprehensive plan.

   2020 ASHE

Delaware Valley

Section

Project of

the Year 

under

$20M

A component of the Lafayette Street Extension 
Project was enhancing safety for pedestrians 
at intersections along the entire
Lafayette Street corridor.
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Aesthetics and Sustainable Features 
The project also entailed relocating a portion 
of the 75-mile Schuylkill River Trail, which 
included 18 miles in Montgomery County, 
and designing a connection between it and 
the Chester Valley Trail, which extended 
more than 14 miles into Chester County. This  
connection improved access to both trails 
for hikers, runners and cyclists. 
   Creating a parklike setting with 
open space for the trail system alongside 
Lafayette Street enhanced the user 
experience and promoted outdoor activity 
for residents and visitors. Before the project, 
the Schuylkill River Trail was elevated 
approximately 15 feet on a repurposed 
concrete railroad viaduct. The team removed 
subsurface material and regraded the site, 
relocating the trail to ground level and 
integrating it into the surroundings. This also 
accommodated the adjacent SEPTA Regional 
Rail line to the south and transmission lines 
above.
           The team restored a hand-operated jib 
crane, once used to load and unload railroad 

flatcars along the rail line in what is now the park, as a static display. An old cast-iron milepost was also 
restored and relocated along the trail, opposite Franklin Street. Landscaping improved the Norristown 
portion of the trail, enhancing the view for residents along Lafayette Street, who now look out on 
greenery instead of a retaining wall.
         Stormwater management design included improvement of the existing roadway collection system 
and the incorporation of five separate bio-infiltration areas adjacent to Lafayette Street. These features 
addressed stormwater quality, quantity and rate control for the increase in impervious surfaces, helping
to keep polluted runoff out of the Schuylkill River.

On Track to Revitalize a Downtown: Lafayette Street Extension Project 
(continued from page 27)

The project prepared the way for the
installation of a four-quadrant railroad 
gate on Ford Street, the first ever used 

in the SEPTA rail system.

Landscaping the park along Lafayette Street included a tiered 
retaining-wall system, creating outdoor seating next to an 

abandoned freight station slated for adaptive reuse.
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Chart 1 – Table 1 visualization

 The spike seen in April was attributed to the COVID 
restrictions and the sharp decline in traffic volume across Penn-
sylvania roadways. It seemed that with less traffic on the roads, 
motorists were more likely to speed. The months of June through 
November indicated a steady decline in both metrics, which is 
what was anticipated to occur as the program operated over 
time. The spike in December is attributed to having fewer unpro-
tected (channelizers only) work zones available for deployment 
and the vast majority of enforcement occurring in barrier-protect-
ed work zones.
 The program has observed that speeds are consistently 
higher in barrier-protected work zones than in unprotected work 
zones with channelizing devices. Table 2 shows the differences in 
speed metrics between barrier-protected and unprotected work 
zones.

Table 2 – Speed comparison between protected and 
unprotected work zones

 In addition to the speed reductions, work zone crashes 
in Pennsylvania have declined in 2020 compared to the same 
time frame in 2018 and 2019. The reduction in crashes can be at-
tributed to a number of factors, including reduced traffic volumes 
due to the pandemic, and not solely to the implementation and 
operation of the AWZSE program. However, the AWZSE program 
can be considered to be one of the factors that contributed to 
this reduction in crashes.

 

Chart 2 – Work zone crashes in Pennsylvania by year

Program Goals and Messaging
Since the early stages of the program’s development, both 
PennDOT and the PTC have stated that this is a safety improve-
ment program and not a revenue generation one. Improving safe-
ty in work zones across Pennsylvania is the overarching goal. 

 “The Automated Work Zone Speed Enforcement program 
isn’t about issuing violations, it’s about saving lives,” said Penn-
DOT Secretary Yassmin Gramian. “Last year, 16 people were killed 
in a Pennsylvania work zone. Through this program, we are urging 
motorists to slow down and pay attention while driving, espe-
cially in work zones where roadway conditions can change on a 
daily basis.”
 PennDOT Program Manager Dan Farley added, “Most 
folks only look at this program from an enforcement standpoint. 
But based on the feedback we’ve received and the data that’s 
been collected by the program, we are changing how we look at 
our work zone designs moving forward.” To this end, PennDOT is 
developing a Work Zone Speed Limit policy for work zones across 
the state to ensure that speed limits are set effectively and 
appropriately. This includes establishing what features of a work 
zone warrant a speed limit reduction and ensuring that these 
features are applied uniformly across the state.
 “Through our Work Zone Safety Subcommittee, the PTC is 
always looking for ways to improve safety in our work zones by 
reducing the number and severity of crashes in our work zones,” 
stated PTC Program Manager Chad Smith. “When we look at 
speed and crash data from the first year of the program, the im-
provements to overall work zone safety are obvious. The AWZSE 
has been a success in improving safety in our maintenance and 
construction work zones for both our workers
and customers.”

• Percent over the speed limit: the percentage of vehicles detected traveling above 
the posted speed limit 

• Percent excessively speeding: the percentage of vehicles detected traveling 11 
mph or more above the posted speed limit (thereby meeting the criteria to 
receive a violation for the program) 

Table 1 and Chart 1 show the trend of these metrics throughout 2020. 

Table 1 - Percent over speed limit and percent excessive speeding in 2020 

 

2020 Speed Data % Over the Speed Limit % Excessive Speeding

March 35.07% 4.84%

April 46.45% 9.82%

May 35.90% 6.90%

June 24.53% 4.06%

July 22.79% 3.84%

August 22.43% 3.98%

September 23.16% 3.46%

October 22.39% 3.01%

November 19.67% 2.21%

December 33.40% 5.60%

AVERAGE 28.58% 4.77%
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Chart 1 – Table 1 visualization 

The spike seen in April was attributed to the COVID restrictions and the sharp 
decline in traffic volume across Pennsylvania roadways. It seemed that with less traffic 
on the roads, motorists were more likely to speed. The months of June through 
November indicated a steady decline in both metrics, which is what was anticipated to 
occur as the program operated over time. The spike in December is attributed to having 
fewer unprotected (channelizers only) work zones available for deployment and the vast 
majority of enforcement occurring in barrier-protected work zones. 

The program has observed that speeds are consistently higher in barrier-
protected work zones than in unprotected work zones with channelizing devices. Table 
2 shows the differences in speed metrics between barrier-protected and unprotected 
work zones. 

Table 2 – Speed comparison between protected and unprotected work zones 

In addition to the speed reductions, work zone crashes in Pennsylvania have 
declined in 2020 compared to the same time frame in 2018 and 2019. The reduction in 
crashes can be attributed to a number of factors, including reduced traffic volumes due 
to the pandemic, and not solely to the implementation and operation of the AWZSE 
program. However, the AWZSE program can be considered to be one of the factors that 
contributed to this reduction in crashes. 
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The spike seen in April was attributed to the COVID restrictions and the sharp 
decline in traffic volume across Pennsylvania roadways. It seemed that with less traffic 
on the roads, motorists were more likely to speed. The months of June through 
November indicated a steady decline in both metrics, which is what was anticipated to 
occur as the program operated over time. The spike in December is attributed to having 
fewer unprotected (channelizers only) work zones available for deployment and the vast 
majority of enforcement occurring in barrier-protected work zones. 

The program has observed that speeds are consistently higher in barrier-
protected work zones than in unprotected work zones with channelizing devices. Table 
2 shows the differences in speed metrics between barrier-protected and unprotected 
work zones. 

Table 2 – Speed comparison between protected and unprotected work zones 

In addition to the speed reductions, work zone crashes in Pennsylvania have 
declined in 2020 compared to the same time frame in 2018 and 2019. The reduction in 
crashes can be attributed to a number of factors, including reduced traffic volumes due 
to the pandemic, and not solely to the implementation and operation of the AWZSE 
program. However, the AWZSE program can be considered to be one of the factors that 
contributed to this reduction in crashes. 
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Celebrating 50 Years 
with Gratitude

for the betterment of our clients, communities, 
environment, and employee-owners

Meet us at jmt.com.

Charles T. Liggett, of East Syracuse, 
NY, died March 14, 2021. Charlie was 
an ASHE Charter member and the 
Central New York Section’s first 
Secretary from 2006 to 2013. He 
was instrumental not only in the 
creation of the Section, but also in its 

advancement. He volunteered many hours and led 
several initiatives to enrich the Section’s membership, 
ranging from his involvement in the Annual Meeting to 
the annual Scholarship Golf Tournament. A graduate 
of Syracuse University, Charlie retired from CDM Smith 
in 2013 and continued to serve his community as a 
volunteer in a variety of organizations. 

In Memoriam
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by Jonathan West, PE, David Lee, PE, 
Kent Ballard, PE, ASHE Derby City Section

Examples of new BRT stops, 
enhanced traffic signals, pedestrian 

improvements and access 
management
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    arrying more than 60,000 
        drivers and 4,000 transit 
riders daily, US 31W (Dixie Highway) 
has historically been one of the 
busiest corridors in Louisville, KY. 
It has provided critical access to 
jobs, schools and medical facilities 
for thousands of residents in 
Kentucky’s largest city. But by the 
early 2000s, decades of wear and 
tear, compounded by a roadway 
design insufficient for modern 
traffic needs, had resulted in the 
corridor being known as one of the 
most dangerous in the state.
 Community members, 
Louisville Metro and the Kentucky 
Transportation Cabinet sought 
a project that would reimagine 
the corridor and improve safety 
and mobility. The result was the 
New Dixie Highway Project, a $35 
million investment that increased 
safety, decreased travel times, 
provided essential access, reduced 
emissions and expanded economic 
development over 14 miles of 
highway. 
 The new corridor included the 
region’s first Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) 
system and integrated Intelligent 
Transportation System (ITS) 
technology, transit signal priority 
and bus queue jump technology. 
With eight state-of-the-art buses 
and 37 stops between downtown 
Louisville and Valley Station, the 
new Transit Authority of River City 
(TARC) BRT line decreased travel 
time within the corridor. In addition, 

upgrades to pedestrian areas 
and intersections, along 

with raised medians, 
new turn lanes
  and better

signage, improved safety along the 
corridor, which previously had a fatal 
crash rate of more than three times 
that of similar roadways.

Accelerated Schedule for
Complex Improvements 
This project included numerous 
challenges during both the design 
and construction phases. These 
ranged from completing the design 
in an accelerated schedule and 
implementing new traffic strategies 
and transit technologies within the 
existing right of way, to navigating 
extensive utilities within the 
corridor. 
 The first challenge was the 
schedule that was shorter than 
many comparable projects. This 
was due to constraints associated 
with the project’s $16.9 million 
Transportation Investment 
Generating Economic Recovery grant 
from the United States Department 
of Transportation. The project team 
worked to complete the National 
Environmental Protection Act 
process in seven months, and the 
speed did not let up after that. The 
project was let for construction in 
2018 after an accelerated design 
phase of only 10 months, with 
substantial completion in the fall 
of 2020. The lack of a right of way 
and utility phase compounded 
the project complexity and 
increased issues that the project 
team normally would not have 
experienced during the design
and construction phases.   
 Since improving safety was an 
important goal of the project, a key 
strategy was the implementation
of an extensive access 

Louisville, KY

C

(continued on page 34)
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management policy that reduced possibilities for 
vehicle crashes. This policy included converting 
the existing traversable median to a raised 
unmountable barrier (with left-turn storage lanes 
at key intersections) and restricting left turns into 
and out of individual driveways. These changes 
provided significant safety benefits and required 
buy-in from all city agencies and key local 
stakeholders. The policy also acted as a template 
for Louisville Metro and was incorporated into the 
Land Development Code for use on other major 
roadway projects in the future.
 One of the major components of the project 
was the region’s first BRT system. The project 
upgraded TARC’s busiest route by consolidating 
and enhancing existing bus stops, introducing 
limited stop overlay service and deploying transit 
signal priority/queue jump technology at traffic 
signals along the bus route. Because the new 
roadway design was required to stay within the 
existing right of way, the Dixie Highway BRT line 
did not include a dedicated transit lane. Instead, 
it included state-of-the-art transit signal priority 
technology. This used connectivity between 
equipment on the buses and the traffic signals to 
prioritize transit buses through intersections and 
reduce signal delay time by slightly adjusting the 
signal timing, such as holding green lights longer 
or shortening red lights. Queue jump operations 
also reduced bus delays by using existing right-
turn lanes to allow buses to bypass approach 
queues and travel through the intersection prior 
to general traffic via bus-only signal phases. This 
decreased travel time and improved schedule 
reliability for transit riders.

 Dixie Highway was an extremely congested 
utility corridor, serving as one of the main 
routes feeding all utility infrastructure from the 
central business district to southwest Louisville. 
Navigating existing utility lines through design 
and construction was a major effort. But the 
team developed a relationship with KY Wired 
(Kentucky’s statewide broadband network) 
to install new fiber-optic connectivity along a 
major portion of the corridor, enhancing Metro 
Louisville’s internet technology systems network. 
As Louisville completes new projects, this fiber-
optic backbone will be extended. For example, 
a separate street reconstruction under way on 
nearby Ninth Street included plans to tie into the 
Dixie Highway fiber-optic network.

Partnership Built on Collaboration
The New Dixie Highway Project was a testament 
to the longstanding commitment of community 
and agency partners to improving this corridor. 
The team of partners navigated the project on 
an accelerated schedule from the environmental 
process through design and construction. 
They accomplished this by working together 
throughout the project to achieve consensus on 
critical project issues. 
 HDR served as the prime consultant, 
working with such partner firms as C2 Strategic 
Communications and Taylor Siefker Williams 
Design Group. Additional subconsultant partners 
included Neel-Schaffer, EHI Consultants, Quantum 
Spatial, Civil Design, Inc. and Corn Island 
Archaeology.

Partnerships Bring New Dixie Highway Project to Life
(continued from page 33)
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         t the heart of Ohiopyle State Park, in southwestern Pennsylvania, sits  

             the small borough of Ohiopyle. The park attracts millions of visitors each 

year, and Ohiopyle’s businesses rely on tourists drawn by rugged natural areas and 

the Youghiogheny River. SR 381 serves as the main access for the borough, Visitor 

Center, waterfall overlook and boat launch. During the spring and summer, parking is limited, and thousands of visitors cross SR 381. Many visitors 

carry rafts, and others are on bikes. The conflict between motorists, bicyclists and pedestrians resulted in mobility challenges. 

 The Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT) saw the need to better accommodate all users within the natural setting. In 2016, 

PennDOT District 12, in cooperation with the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (PA DCNR), initiated a planning study 

to evaluate conceptual improvements. The Steering Committee-led study included PennDOT, PA DCNR, local businesses, Ohiopyle Borough, Laurel 

Highlands Visitors Bureau, Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission and Pennsylvania Environmental Council. The six-month study, completed by KSK 

Architects and Johnson, Mirmiran and Thompson, resulted in several planning level concepts.

 McCormick Taylor’s team, which included AECOM, Navarro & Wright Consulting Engineers, Inc., SAM and Arrow Land Solutions, was selected 

for the Ohiopyle Multimodal Gateway (OMG) Project design in spring 2017. Funding for the project was secured through the former Secretary of 

Transportation and required an aggressive design schedule. Notice to proceed with preliminary design and environmental clearance was granted in 

July 2017. Funding required that the project be let for construction by fall 2018. 

 To expedite design, the project required no private right-of-way and minimal environmental impacts. The primary environmental concerns 

included the park, a Section 6(f) Resource (recreational facility that utilized Land and Water Conservation Funding), the Youghiogheny River Trail and 

the upstream Youghiogheny Dam. The project required Section 6(f) coordination, a water trail Aids to Navigation Plan and a High-Water Coordination 

and Monitoring Plan for the river and dam. PennDOT, PA DCNR, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the design team collaborated to expedite each 

New bridge deck surface 
with two 11-foot-wide travel 
lanes, a 10-foot-wide shared-

use pedestrian and bike path 
on the downstream side and a 

seven-foot-wide shoulder on the 
other side of the bridge

Native American wampum design on 
upstream facia of new SR 381 Youghiogheny 
River Bridge superstructure

by Dawn Schilling, PE, AICP, 
McCormick Taylor, 

ASHE Southwest Penn Section

A

(continued on page 39)

Fayette County, PA
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       ince the establishment of the first    
        trading post by Jean Baptiste Point 
DuSable in 1779, Chicago has been defined 
by its access to Lake Michigan and the 
Chicago River. From that first trading post 
through installation of the Illinois Central 
Railroad Trestle along the waterfront in 
the 1860s, to the reversal of the Chicago 
River in 1900, initial uses of the Chicago 
lakefront were primarily focused on 
transporting goods. 
         The 1909 Plan for Chicago, more 
commonly known as the Burnham Plan, 
began an effort to establish a series of 
parks along the lakefront. Today, with 25 
of the 29 miles of lakeshore within the 
Chicago city limits designated as parks, the 
Lakefront Trail provides 18 miles of bicycle 
and walking paths connecting these parks. 
What began as Chicago’s first bicycle trail 
in 1963 now sees up to 70,000 users daily 
during the peak summer season.  
         One of the most congested segments 
of the Lakefront Trail was adjacent to 
Chicago’s Navy Pier, where the trail 
crossed two arterial streets that provided 
access to Navy Pier, Lake Shore Drive 
and adjacent residential and commercial 
buildings. To improve capacity and 
safety along this segment, the Chicago 
Department of Transportation (CDOT) and 
Chicago Park District developed a plan to 
construct the Navy Pier Flyover, a structure 
separating vehicular traffic from trail users, 
and to widen the trail to a minimum of 16 
feet. To meet these goals and contribute 
to the attractions along the lakefront, 
the Navy Pier Flyover Project was to be 
constructed in three phases.  
         Phases 1 and 2 consisted of an 
all-new elevated trail built as a single-
column pipe spine structure that curves 
through Jane Addams Park, adjacent 
to Lake Shore Drive, and over the Grand 
Avenue and Illinois Street intersections. 
As the structure winds over Grand Avenue, 
it attaches to upper Lake Shore Drive, 
cantilevering off the east side of the 
existing structure. After the structure 
crosses over Illinois Street, it splits into 
two paths with a Y section over the 
Ogden Slip. One route turns east toward 
Navy Pier down a ramp adjacent to the 

Ogden Slip. The main trail continues to 
wind south toward the Chicago River 
adjacent to Lower Lake Shore Drive and 
over the future DuSable Park. 
         Construction began in 2014 with 
Phase 1, and all work for Phases 1 and 2 
was completed by the end of 2020. Phase 
3 of the project began at the end of 2018 
and will modify the historic Chicago River 
bascule bridge to accommodate a widened 
trail and connect to the newly constructed 
Flyover segment.
         T.Y. Lin International has been 
responsible for the construction 
engineering services overseeing all three 
phases of the project. The design of the 
pipe structure and project site constraints 
introduced several challenges for the 
construction team. Through all stages of 
the work, existing traffic on the Lakefront 
Trail had to be maintained. The team 
identified a number of interim stages that 
allowed critical improvements to be turned 
over to the public as soon as possible. 
Temporary connection bridges, partial 
opening of the structure and repurposing 
a closed traffic lane on Lower Lake Shore 
Drive were all utilized to maintain access 
while the work was completed. 
         To keep stakeholders informed, 
an evolving outreach strategy was 
implemented, starting with a project 
website and stakeholder meetings. As 
technology and communications methods 
were developed, the team provided content 
for the local alderman’s weekly email blast 
and various social media sites managed by 
CDOT and the project team.  
         One of the most complex portions 
of the work was installing the Y section 
over the Ogden Slip. The Ogden Slip is 
used regularly by private charters 
and tour boat services. U.S. Coast 
Guard regulations for the available 
vertical and horizontal clearance had 
to be met at all times and required 
boats to have the right-of-way over 
construction operations. The north side of 
the slip had a limited footprint with ramp 
structures for Lake Shore Drive cutting 
through the site and the new Flyover 
structure passing below the roadway 
ramp. To install the main steel spine, the 

 

S

Completed Navy Pier 
Flyover at Y section over 
Ogden Slip at night

Time-lapse video of June 
2019 installation of Y 

section over Ogden Slip
https://youtu.be/

Rs1x2DWly9w

(continued on page 38)
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by Lawrence W. Mestan, PE, CCM, 
T.Y. Lin International, ASHE Delaware

Valley Section

Navy Pier Flyover over Illinois Street, showing architectural panels and lighting
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contractor developed an 
intricate erection sequence, 
which involved prefabricating 
the main span and using a 
600-ton crane to move it into 
place in one shift’s operation. 

The prefabricated span had to have a portion of its load 
transferred onto a second crane, and hoists had to be 
swung into place beneath the highway ramps above. 
All work was completed during early morning hours 
before boat traffic began for the day.
         All the main structural connections were 
welded, so after the main span steel was set into place 
and braced, the welding crew set up at each field joint. 
The spine consisted of a 30-inch diameter steel pipe 
with a wall thickness up to one and seven-eighths 
inches. Hundreds of person hours were required 
to complete each field splice in the pipe, including 
extensive quality control and assurance inspections. 
Once the spine was complete, the distinctive ribs 
were installed to support the concrete deck and steel 
railings above.  
         The finished path included markings identifying 
specific lanes for bicycles and pedestrians, as well 
as pointing out slow-down areas where cross traffic 
might exist at access stairs and turns. Stainless steel 
guardrails added protection while maintaining an 

open view of the lakefront and Chicago’s downtown. 
Architectural lighting was provided at each railing 
post, on the underside of the deck and along the edge 
of the bridge. A screen depicting trail joggers and 
bicycles, with a multicolored lighting display, was 
installed over each street crossing. 

A high-performance, easy-to-clean fluoropolymer 
paint system on the steel structure provided a 
backdrop for the architectural lighting.
  With these improvements, commuters, 
tourists and citizens of Chicago can more easily 
connect to the lakefront that has been integral to 
Chicago’s long history.

CONNECTING CHICAGO

www.tylin.com 

Bridges | Roads & Highways | Mobility, Planning & Management Buildings 
| Aviation | Rail & Transit | Ports & Marine | Construction Services

Construction Engineering Services
Navy Pier Flyover | Chicago, Illinois

Ranked #6 of Top 10 Bridges in Roads & Bridges 2020

(continued from page 36)

Navy Pier Flyover through Jane Addams Park
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component. Coordination with the borough, businesses, outfitters and 

other stakeholders involved numerous meetings and a public display of 

plans during the one-year design project. Construction-related impact to 

the river- and park-dependent businesses, which have a brief on-season, 

was the primary stakeholder concern. Working with businesses and 

community leaders, the team developed a winter-only construction 

schedule to minimize business impacts. 

 In October 2018, Plum Contracting (Plum) was selected to 

build the project during two winter-only construction seasons. One 

of the many cold-weather challenges involved concrete curing on the 

Youghiogheny River Bridge. Maintaining the proper cure temperature 

was critical to concrete quality. To ensure the curing temperature was 

between 50 and 80 degrees, the contractor placed plastic over the 

structure. Once tented, two 1,000,000 BTU propane heaters kept the 

340-foot-long bridge deck warm. The heaters and concrete temperatures 

were monitored continuously. 

 The project was to open to traffic by Memorial Day 2020. 

However, in late winter, the COVID-19 pandemic hit. Per the Governor’s 

order March 17, PennDOT placed construction projects on hold. Over the 

next two weeks, statewide teams developed a guide to restart highway 

construction projects with a focus on avoiding the spread of COVID-19. 

During this time, Plum, PennDOT and McCormick Taylor coordinated 

to find ways to expedite construction, and the OMG project continued 

operations April 6. The project’s early start was due to the critical nature 

of SR 381 within the borough and state park. Winter construction is 

difficult enough, but the added delays caused by the pandemic pushed 

back the completion date. The project opened to traffic July 3, 2020, and 

final activities were completed through August.

 With the project completed, new sidewalks and stairs led from 

the reconfigured boater’s lot to the new 10-foot-high, 16-foot-wide 

pedestrian underpass. The new green infrastructure parking area 

provided over 100 parking spaces, including several electric vehicle 

charging stations, on a sustainable, pervious asphalt surface. This design 

feature situated 

the parking lot 

atop a two- to 

three-foot-deep “reservoir” designed to collect and slowly release water 

after seeping through the pervious surface. The underpass separated 

pedestrians and vehicles, providing a safer crossing of SR 381, especially 

for those carrying rafts and kayaks. At the request of PA DCNR, the 

underpass wingwalls matched the Visitor Center stone on the west side 

and the park retaining walls on the east side. 

 A textured and colored pedestrian mall area, from Sherman 

Street to Lincoln Street along SR 381, included removable speed humps 

on either side and provided a highly delineated area for pedestrians and 

bicyclists to cross SR 381 at grade. The speed humps were designed to 

be removable for snow plowing purposes. Continuous sidewalks on both 

sides of SR 381 connected this area to the Youghiogheny River Bridge.

 Mobility for pedestrians and bike riders was further improved 

through a relocated off-road bike path from near the Visitor Center to 

the Youghiogheny River Bridge. On the bridge, a 10-foot-wide shared-use 

path and seven-foot-wide shoulder combine with removable flexible 

delineators, providing an improved pedestrian- and bike-friendly river 

crossing. 

 Finally, a Native American wampum pattern was incorporated 

into the upstream facia beam of the bridge. This design, chosen in 

cooperation with the Native American tribes’ ties to the area’s heritage, 

was a symbol of William Penn’s interactions with the indigenous 

populations. 

 PennDOT’s OMG Project enhanced vehicular, pedestrian and 

bicycle mobility in one of Pennsylvania’s most popular state parks.

The project provided continuous pedestrian and bike connections from 

the Fern Cliff parking lot and Greater Allegheny Passage trail access 

to the Visitor Center and Ohiopyle Falls overlook. Green infrastructure 

addressed drainage issues. New landscaping and hardscaping ensured 

that the project would fit into the park’s natural beauty. PA DCNR will 

soon continue the enhancement with a new change house to be built 

along the reconfigured boaters’ parking lot. 

Enhancing Mobility for All at Ohiopyle State Park
(continued from page 35)

Pedestrian underpass, 10 feet 
high and 16 feet wide, built 
beneath SR 381, connecting 
parking lot to Visitor Center 
and boat launch area along 
Youghiogheny River

Removable, flexible delineators installed to separate 
pedestrian and bike traffic from vehicles
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610 Radcon Street
Johnstown, PA  15904

Change Service Requested

Emerging Section 
locations include:
New Mexico
Denver, CO
Hartford, CT

 

Northeast Region
Albany 83
Altoona 197
Central New York 50
Clearfield 178
Delaware Valley 352
East Penn 125
First State 185
Franklin 129
Harrisburg 401
Long Island 67
Mid-Allegheny 126
New York Metro 137
North Central New Jersey 140
North East Penn 134
Pittsburgh 536
Southern New Jersey 177
Southwest Penn 294
Williamsport 81
 Subtotal    3,392

Mid-Atlantic Region 
Blue Ridge 61
Carolina Piedmont 78
Carolina Triangle 230
Chesapeake 301
Greater Hampton Roads 82
North Central West Virginia 52
Old Dominion 84
Potomac 188
South Carolina     (New!) 64 

                                                Subtotal    1,140
Southeast Region

Alabama      (New!) 55 
   Central Florida 91

Georgia 500
Middle Tennessee 308
Northeast Florida 181
South Florida 10
Tampa Bay 77
Tennessee Valley 54 

                                                Subtotal    1,276

Great Lakes Region 
Bluegrass 82
Central Dacotah 85
Central Ohio 191
Cuyahoga Valley 103
Derby City 88
Lake Erie 195
Northwest Ohio 53
Triko Valley 174
 Subtotal   971 

Southwest Region
Central Texas  (June 8th charter) 40
Dallas-Fort Worth 19
Houston 109  
Phoenix Sonoran 134                                      
                                                Subtotal 302

National Total 7,081

   Professional Status 56%
Government 12%
Consultant 75%
Contractor 5%
Other 8%

Want to join and don’t see a Section near you? Visit our website  to see how to start a new Section. www.ashe.pro

Welcome Central Texas Section,
chartered June 8, 2021


